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SUPREME VENTURES INVESTS IN IFLEX TECHNOLOGY PLATFORM  

FOR SPORTS BETTING   

Supreme Ventures Limited (SVL) announced today, its planned roll-out of a new 

technology platform, IFLEX, for its sports betting operations.   

The significant investment is being implemented in conjunction with SVL’s 

technology partner for sports betting – INTRALOT.  

Implementation date is slated for 20th October 2015 and has seen a buzzing of 

activity behind the scenes, as SVL prepares its staff, agents and the terminal 

operators on the frontline to deliver the new offering. This will include a huge 

jump in betting options and leagues, combined with live betting throughout 

events. 

Brian George – President & CEO of SVL in the announcement said, “The IFLEX 

betting platform project is worth over US$1M and will see investment in a state-

of-the art, innovative, robust and high performance betting solution, that meets 

the growing demands of the international gaming industry. It is an excellent B2B 

and B2C platform that supports both the current retail and future internet 

channels, allowing customers to move beyond the compromises of the current 

generation of betting technology.” 
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SUPREME VENTURES INVESTS IN IFLEX TECHNOLOGY … 

The new IFLEX technology platform is an easier interface for JustBet agents to sell 

SVL’s offering and grow retailer income, allows for faster transaction processing, 

the addition of social space gaming and entertainment content and will take the 

gaming industry into a new realm, with content similar to that offered in North 

America and Europe. 

George added, “We took the time to get this right and will continue to make our 

mark in Jamaica’s gaming industry, with innovative and creative gaming content 

to suit the market’s needs. The new IFLEX technology platform will also pave the 

way for our mobile gaming delivery, coming soon.” 

IFLEX is an integrated all-inclusive solution for the management of betting 

activities including Game Engine, Content Management, Auto Feed, Live Betting, 

Betting Content Data Management, Risk Analyzer, Risk Management and Back 

Office Applications. It provides complete sports betting management through 

extended functionalities to define competition, games, odds, handicaps and 

more. There is real-time monitoring of betting trends and potential liabilities. 

SVL started gaming operations in Jamaica on 25th June 2001 and is currently a 

major player in the country for lottery gaming. The company competes actively in 

sports betting and casino-type gaming lounges. SVL provides employment for 

over 2,500 persons, through direct employment and agency agreements.  
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